
 

 

Confusion 

 
Confusion is cover. Please recognize it as a flag to see what is behind it. 

 

 



 

 

659 

 

1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97    
 
The accounting trail 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97 is an accounting entanglement created by 
Joanne Barnes.  It was created by preparing a number for the IRS that was different for the 
number that was prepared for the Court.  The numbers should be the same.  $816.00 was 
prepared for the IRS and $1,475.97 was prepared for the Court: 
 
 

To the Court in the Seventh Account for the Trust u/w of H. A. O'Connell at Bk480p1768:  
 "Payable to the Estate of Jean M. O'Connell ... ... ... ... $ 1,475.97"   
 
To the Court in the First Account for the Estate of Jean O'Connell at Bk467p192: 
 *Int fm Harold O'Connell Trust  ......................................,... 816.00  
  Debt fm Harold O’Connell Trust ...............................,...,.... 659.97 "   
 
To the IRS and the State in the Estate tax return and it's two amendments:  
"4 Interest due Harold O'Connell Trust  .............................. 816.00    
 5 Debt due from Harold O’Connell Trust ...................,........ 659.97" 
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Sticky Note
Example 2 
(Example of an accounting entanglement):These two items are part of the accounting trail  1,475 - 816 = 659.   The accounting trail 1,475 - 816 = 659 is the simplest example of an accounting entanglement. The accountants who created it, reported it, and approved it do not recognize this accounting trail  or any accounting trail for these two items when asked.  The ubiquitous accounting entanglements in Bk467p191 make the accounting trails impossible to expose.Can we get the accountant's to explain the accounting trail behind these two items? 
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1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97
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Sticky Note
The 12th and 13th accounts had previously been declared delinquent. Penalties and recording fees were charged and paid  for for the delinquent 12th account.
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I don't understand why my trusting the instructions of the accountants at this point in time, and my repeating those instructions, makes me, rather than the accountants, responsible for their instructions. 
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I don't understand why the Exceptions to the Commissioner's Report for the Estate of Jean O'Connell that has been on file since June 16, 1994, is not mentionedI don't understand what happens to the Exceptions to the Commissioner's Reports. Can we expose the document trail for the Exceptions to the Commissioner's Report for the Estate, account #49160,  that was filed and recorded in the Court records on June 16, 1994?  Can we expose the document trail for the Exceptions to the Commissioner's Report for the Trust, account #21840,  that was filed and recorded in the Court records on August 23, 2000?
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I don't understand what happens to the Exceptions to the Commissioner's Reports. 

Can we expose the document trail for the Exceptions to the Commissioner's Report for the Estate, account #49160,  that was filed and recorded in the Court records on June 16, 1994?  

Can we expose the document trail for the Exceptions to the Commissioner's Report for the Trust, account #21840,  that was filed and recorded in the Court records on August 23, 2000?
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